Young Archaeologists on Gowerland, September 2016

The Team

John Leland referred to the Gower Peninsula as Gowerland during his 18th century
perambulations and we like that. And so it was to Gowerland that the Clifton Antiquarian Club
Young Archaeologists set off to explore, including some of our favourite Neolithic archaeology and
a new frontier - the Upper Palaeolithic, for which the Gower is rather splendid. The weekend was
planned to take in fewer sites than normal but to explore each in a little more depth. This meant we
did not have to travel far from our base and would have plenty of time for beach activities. Our
base was the wonderful Three Cliffs Bay, a great location and a fantastic campsite.

Not a bad view from the campsite

The Friday evening M4 journey to Wales was a little troublesome but everybody just about
managed to arrive and pitch tents (or apply handbrakes for the growing number of camper vans in
our group) before it was completely dark and we were all soon munching into dinner supping a
glass or two and having a good catch up.
Saturday kicked off with a beautiful sunrise, coffee, bacon sandwiches and an overall buzz of
enthusiasm given that the forecast rain turned out to be glorious late summer sunshine. It was but
a short drive to the tiny village of Reynoldston to park up and head to the hills, speciﬁcally Cefn
Bryn. This is a marvellous Bronze Age landscape and supposedly home to some 200 cairns,
although many (in fact by our count, 199) are destroyed, buried or hidden in the undergrowth.
Along the way we enjoyed some colourful discussion about croprolites and the study thereof as an
admirable career prospect for our Young Archaeologists.
We found one (cairn, not croprolite, although there was plenty of material around our feet destined
to become croprolites in a few millennia), the Great Cairn, which is quite difﬁcult to miss. Our ﬁrst
stop however was King Arthur’s Stone, a chambered tomb with magniﬁcent views over the
Llanrhidian Sands and Llanelli. The chamber is “sub megalithic” and resides in a circular
depression surrounded by a lot of cairn, although much of it has gone.
We spent quite a lot of time here, discussing the cairn, its architecture and the 80 mile detour a
dragoon of Richard’s army made to pay their respects to King Arthur, before quite a famous away
loss at Bosworth. We also contemplated how many of Abby’s Fiat 500’s the stone weighs - we
estimated 20 and I think we were pretty much spot on.

We touched on phenomenology, which seems to have lost some of its glamour in today’s
archaeological world, which is a shame, it does lead to very imaginative comment and speculation.
Or has it? An interesting paper by Cummings and Richards in 2014 [1] proposes that dolmens
were initially constructed for effect and social cooperation as opposed to burial.
From Arthur’s Stone we moved on to the Great Cairn, which is a sort of inverted version of Arthur’s
Stone, minus the enormous capstone and orthostats. The cairn is a more traditional mound,
perhaps they would have looked very similar in the Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age. Or maybe the
Great Cairn is later and constructed from the cairn now missing from Arthur’s Stone. Neither site
has been seriously excavated although Gardiner Wilkinson had a dabble with Arthurs’s Stone in
1870, and there were no sign of any burials. Of obvious interest and glee to the lawyers amongst

us was the fact that Arthur’s Stone was included on the ﬁrst list of historic sites to be protected
under the Ancient Monuments Protection Act of 1882.

After more appreciation of the
landscape and amusing puns
from Chris, (unmentionable, but
rhyme with thesis!) it was time
to set off to the pub, and in
keeping with the Arthurian
theme, the King Arthur Hotel
was our destination for ﬁne
Welsh steak pie and an
excellent pint of Double Dragon.

Some serious archaeology going on!

One of the objectives of the Gower was to introduce our young students to a brand new (or rather,
even older) time period -The Upper Palaeolithic, around 40,000 BP, through to around 10,000 BP.
This was a time that saw the demise of Neanderthals and the emergence of Modern Humans - our
ancestors. The Gower has some hugely important Upper Palaeolithic cave sites, but many are are
to be found on steep coastal cliffs and access can be a challenge and a health and safely risk. But
to get a feel for the coastal landscape, it seemed
sensible to set off for the beach, but of course in
the Upper Palaeolithic things were a bit chillier
and the Severn Estuary was not wet. The Gower
caves our Palaeolithic ancestors used were
inland, 70 miles away from the nearest coastline.
But still the beach beckoned.
As we descended the cliff path from the
campsite we reached a crucial fork - turn right,

back up steep dunes and risk lacerated legs through savage undergrowth in search of a
chambered tomb, or turn left for a relaxing stroll to one of the most beautiful beaches in the
country. Pete, Ellie and John turned right of course and were treated to the wonderful Penmaen
Burrows chambered tomb. In the sunshine the stone gleamed pink, with smooth white quartz like
inclusions providing contrasting sparkle. The passage and chamber are exposed and although
some of the monument lies beneath the sands the morphology was non the less striking.
Everybody else turned left to laze in the afternoon sun whilst the Young Archaeologists enjoyed
that most noble of pastimes - a game of cricket.

More serious archaeology

As Pete and John returned, legs bleeding, it was time for a dip in the sea to repair the damage.

As the tide came in, remarkably quickly, (as Ellie had noted the previous day) we headed back to
the campsite for a well deserved beer and some tea. For the Swann family, this comprised of a
traditional Mesolithic delight of venison, accompanied by the rather more contemporary items potato and carrots. Hmm, I suspect they would have rather been at the Pritchett’s or Ellwood’s
table!
The ﬁnal event of the evening was a new innovation  the mobile lecture. The History Machine has
a remarkable “Odeon” setting, whereby it converts to an exclusive luxury cinema and we had a
quick talk on the Upper Palaeolithic of the Gower, focussing on The Red Lady of Paviland, climate
change with the onset of the Mesolithic, the change in fauna and the accompanying change in tool
technology.

Big screen, big audience

Then we had some more beer.
Sunday again brought with it more fantastic weather and after leisurely breakfasting and packing
up, we headed to Parc Le Breos Cym, a fabulous chambered tomb. We discussed burial practice
using George as a case study, who sportingly allowed us to demonstrate supine burial but drew the
line at disarticulation. Disarticulation however was a key point - with the remains of 40 people
excavated from various parts of the tomb (also about 10 dogs and a small cat). The site lies
alongside a now underground stream and you can see river worn pebbles amongst otherwise
“edgy” cairn. There were no prizes for guessing where the rest of the cairn was, given the lime kiln
about 50 feet from the site. Oddly, the site was not listed in the Ancient Monument Protection Act
of 1882.
Amongst the Neolithic bones excavated much older animal bones were found from the Upper
Palaeolithic. A popular theory is that the human bones were excarnated in nearby Cat Hole Cave
and when this process was complete, the bones gathered up and placed into the chambered tomb.
During the gathering process, Upper Palaeolithic faunal bones were scooped up with them.
So we went to Cat Hole Cave to see for
ourselves. Unfortunately, since the
discovery of quite unique Upper
Palaeolithic rock art at the back of the
cave in 2010, the cave has been gated
and locked. Nevertheless, it was great to
sit at the entrance and discuss the cave,
the art and Upper Palaeolithic stuff in
general which we did in a most congenial
and civilised fashion.

The Team at Parc le Breos Cym

As we strolled back we passed a lone stone between the chambered tomb and the car park, which
may or may not be associated with the tomb. What was interesting was that it looked almost
identical to the stones at Penmaen Burrows and rather out of place in the limestone valley.
And with that, another Young Archaeologists trip concluded and we went home mulling over
thoughts of a very cold Wales at the very limit of practical human habitation. A time where modern
humans emerged and forged the brave new world of the Holocene that we all inhabit today.
Indeed, it has been proposed that we are now leaving the Holocene and entering a new geological
era marked by mankind’s inﬂuence over climate and environment  the anthropocene.
Well those were my thoughts, George and Hannah assured me on the journey home that they
were mulling over their own brave new world of Roblox from which they had been cruelly banished
for the past two days; the robloxothene perhaps!
As always, thank you to everybody for coming along, participating and being such good sports.
[1] The essence of the dolmen: the Architecture of megalithic construction, in
Préhistoires Méditerranéennes, 2014; http://pm.revues.org/944

